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New England StatNet:
A Community of Practice in Performance Measurement
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Amy E. Smith, Assistant Professor, Department of Public Policy and Public Affairs
Municipal governments from across New England

Goals, Objectives, and Setting

One way public organizations improve services is through the implementation of performance measurement programs. To help public managers address the challenges of performance measurement, knowing how others are using data in decision-making is valuable. Communities of practice are one way for public managers to access such information.

StatNet began in 2008 as a network of municipal officials using data-driven performance management approaches. The group gathers three times per year for in-depth discussion of municipal governance, focusing on topics such as police, fire, budgets, constituent relations and DPWs. The group focuses broadly on:

- Methods for using data to improve government services
- Comparing performance measures, goals and targets, and service delivery techniques across municipalities
- Identifying best practices for performance improvement

Approaches and Methods

Participants fill out a data survey before each StatNet meeting. StatNet staff analyze and present responses using graphs and tables to start off the group discussion. The presentation helps participants understand what data different communities are tracking, how they use the data, and what the data indicates about best practices.

Impact and Future Work

StatNet as a community of practice provides practical knowledge and opportunity for scholarly research.

- A gateway to channels of communication within and across municipalities and groups
- Strategies for implementing performance measurement from a diverse set of perspectives
- Support for peer comparisons and best practices
- Data on how communities of practice aid public managers in addressing challenges
- Opportunities for hands-on learning and careers in municipal government for students
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